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The Astral Barrier  

 

 

 

The astral barrier is a piece of old stellar technology that was instated 

around 2500 BCE. It creates a reality barrier that prevents us, inside 

the barrier, to perceive and interact with the other races of the LPU. 

The astral barrier controls the human mind and emotions.  

 

The Separation of Realities 

  
        Stellar LPRF2 Systems 

 

 

 
  

        Mental Plane & 5D 

     Astral Barrier  
   Astral Plane & 4D 

 

 

 

                             
    

    Solar System 

   

 Frequency Fence 

 
The astral barrier splits the LPRF2 holographic worlds from our perception 
field. One way to pass through is the use of quantum bridging (quantum 
jump) but mostly in the forms of crafts doing the jump. The quantum field is 
the measurable level of the astral barrier and thus all teaching systems using 
the scientific ideas of quantum field theories, quantum mechanics etc are 
either part of the crystalline agenda or the LPRF3s. 
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The Outer and Inner LPRF1 Areas 

 

 

 

We also need a solid understanding of our manifestation field as it is 

today. Since I have already spent three books explaining the LPRF2 

and LPRF3 networks and their manifested counterparts close to our 

human reality; that is the 4th and 5th artificial dimensions, I will not 

offer much attention to them, except to say that the LPRF2 and LPRF3 

networks are the non-solidified energetic areas where the stellar and 

galactic races can exist as energy systems, i.e. souls if you like, in our 

reality field as well as the place from which they pull their quantum 

variables needed to fuel their energy systems. 
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The artificial 4th and 5th dimensions enable the LPRF2 stellar races to 

take on holographic-particle form in our system. The two dimensions 

are fueled by the energies all humans generate as part of the whole 

energy production taking place on our planet. The daily use of the 

astral and mental energies in the many chakra systems on our planet, 

cf. corresponding to the numbers of human vessels including animals, 

astral entities and mental entities in all forms, circulate into the astral 

and mental planes, producing the type of energy units the remaining 

races require to fuel their LPRF2 stellar energy systems in the 4th and 

5th dimension.  

I have illustrated the areas of the planetary system in concentric 

circles but they are more to be seen as areas in a unified large LPRF1 

field, divided by energetic difference in non-solidified energy systems 

and LPU genetics, i.e. consciousness compositions. This means that 

stellar humanoids and their essences are positioned in specific areas, 

manifested using the four timeline and their corresponding energetic 

areas as part of the LPRF2-LPRF3 networks. These areas are then used 

to exist here and from there “incarnate” or take on solidified form in 

the outer areas, merging with the latest human prototype they have 

created some 4,500 years ago to be able to hold the stellar genetics. 

These areas exist side by side with the planetary non-solidified energy 

systems and LPU genetics, i.e. their consciousness compositions and 

their areas, although the stellar and planetary souls are not in direct 

contact with each other in the inner realities.1  

The rules of affinity apply to a large degree to the inner reality 

fields and their energetic features. This means that only the same 

type of energy systems and consciousness can work together, dividing 

                                                           
1
 This is confirmed by the soul testimonies from the books Journey of Souls (1994) 

and Destiny of Souls (2000) by Michael Newton. I use his books to get the direct 
testimonies from the planetary souls, i.e. the non-solidified humans of the different 
root races exiting in the inner realities. 
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the inner realties into sections reflecting the energy systems and their 

consciousness units.  

We tend to see the non-solidified humans and humanoids of any 

reality field as the “souls” being part of a spirit world. The “spirit 

world” is not a world for spirits. It is a world of inner energetic areas, 

i.e. our planetary reality field as it looked before the time line event. 

The inner worlds and their lifeforms unfold as non-solidified energy 

systems in all aspects of the LPU, the gathered LPUs and the first 

universe. 

These non-solidified energy systems and their many consciousness 

compositions use another type of energy dissimilar to the outer 

molecular organic forms and thus we see them as “souls” or energetic 

beings. The outer organic features we find in all aspects of the after 

timeline event LPU came as a result of the solidification process, 

meaning that before the timeline event there were no organic forms 

as we know them; there were only various types of energetic systems 

composed of the LPRF5-LPRF1 field energies as explained earlier.  

Before the timeline event the non-solidified energy systems and 

their consciousness units were the natural form to all of the races in 

the LPU and the first universe and subsequently, the later gathered 

LPU.  

Due to the manifested outer areas, this changed adding a new 

type of form into which the energy systems and their consciousness 

units could merge and from that develop in new directions.  

The fact is that the energy systems are the manifestation form of 

the soul genetics of the first universe, now transformed into the LPU 

genetics. The true “soul” is thus not the non-solidified energy systems 

most misinterpret to be the souls, but the consciousness units of 

which the energy system is composed.  

The consciousness units, whether it is the LPU genetics or the soul 

genetics of the first universe, are the part that is linked to the Source 
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Cycles. The understanding is here that a soul is a part of a Source. Our 

LPU genetics are, via the consciousness genetics of the Progenitors 

found in all reality fields of the LPU, linked to the Source Cycles of the 

first universe, so we are not severed from the true Source.  

It is important to understand that the non-solidified energy 

systems, aka inner reality forms, are as dispensable and changeable 

as the molecular form of the outer areas.2 

Most of the LPRF2 and LPRF1 non-solidified energy systems with 

their consciousness units go into the outer areas, from time to time, 

where they develop their genetics in organic or solidified forms as 

part of the progression, they wish to take on to themselves, but also 

to fulfill the purpose of their reality field.  

Let us proceed into the understanding of the outer areas and their 

divisions into: 

 

1. Physical, i.e. atomic and molecular. 

2. Quantum, i.e. the destroyed LPRF1 network. 

3. Astral, i.e. the artificial energetic band upheld by human 

emotions and the subconscious. 

4. Mental, i.e. the artificial energetic band upheld by human 

thought forms and ideas, acting as the collective human 

consciousness field. 

 

We have to remember that these levels are only visible and accessible 
for the human psyche and mind because they are our creations. This 
means that only if we incarnate into the outer areas is it possible to 
work with these manifestation fields and transform them as well. 
 

                                                           
2
 The outer areas are sometimes called the outer rim. 
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The Frequency Fence or Geomagnetic Field 

There is not much to add to the information on the Frequency Fence 

and the geomagnetic field3; suffice to say is that further information 

regarding the geomagnetic field can be found on the Internet and in 

the Souls of Humanity, where I touch the origin of the geomagnetic 

field. Naturally the Frequency Fence did not exist to begin with. It was 

incorporated later on into the magnetic flow of the outer planetary 

field, generating a sort of control mechanism limiting the atomic level 

of our reality by keeping the frequencies in a specific spectrum.  

The Frequency Fence is linked to the astral barrier and since the 

astral barrier is dissolving due to the dissolving crystals in the four 

timelines related to our part of the planetary system, the Frequency 

Fence dismantles too, hence the invention of the new technologies to 

adjust and control the atomic level, as well as the electrochemical 

and electric currents in the human body, cf. the ongoing projects.4 

 

The Leylines 

Leylines are the natural energy lines of the original magnetic field of 

the planet that arose after the timeline event. They differ from the 

geomagnetic lines due to their ability to be programmed through the 

crystals in the core of our planet.  

The leylines run the energies, infused into the planet from the 

core crystals,5 on what we could call a chakra level in the planetary 

morphogenetic field (the PMF, i.e. the blueprint of the 4th planetary 

system), controlling the set up of the original energetic level in the 

PMF; however these lines of energy and their gathering into nodal 

points have been strongly manipulated since the takeover and thus 

                                                           
3
 Also watch the video I have on the Planetary Update YouTube Channel about the 

geomagnetic field https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra5yS_3eZ5k 
4
 Go to the Future of Our Reality to understand this. 

5
 Both the pre-timeline event set of crystals and the post-timeline event sets. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ra5yS_3eZ5k
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the original set up from the crystal pillars are long gone, at least in the 

outer version of the leylines. 

Today they are the intersection points between the astral barrier 

(holographic-wave technology controlling the production of the astral 

and mental planes) and the Frequency Fence (controlling the atomic 

and molecular levels), grounding it into the natural magnetic field of 

the planet. Leylines and the chakra system in humans were set up to 

interconnect through the perception field programming (the astral 

barrier). 

 

The Molecular Plane and Its Form  

The molecular body is the present outer human prototype and was 

reengineered around 4,500 years ago as the astral barrier was put in 

place. It has been modified since to fit the different agendas of the 

timeline collective and is to this day being modified on all levels, cf. 

the ongoing programs.  

The outer form is under the control of the timeline collective and 

yet the planetary souls (the non-solidified original root races) use 

these to enter the outer areas. The original vessels of the root races, 

which existed before the takeover, do not exist anymore in the outer 

areas, and hence the current planetary souls use the human vessels 

as their host bodies. 

The molecular body, i.e. the organic vessel suitable to exist in the 

outer areas, is used by galactic, stellar and planetary non-solidified 

energy systems for various purposes in our system. The different non-

solidified energy systems merge with the outer form to be able to 

work here. It is only possible to work in the outer areas, if the inner 

energy systems have merged directly with an outer form. Only then is 

it possible to do any work of transformation (changing the features of 

the outer energies) or transmutation (recreating the original features 

of the outer energies). 
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It is possible to work in the outer reality fields without a physical 

form as we see evidence of in direct telepathic contact from stellar as 

well as planetary humans in non-solidified form.  

It is also possible to enter the outer areas as non-solidified energy 

systems directly, which I have experienced in conversations with 

discarnates as well as the early visits from my teacher Merak, when I 

began to wake up. In both cases the discarnates enter our reality field 

and from that medium are able to manifest to such an extent that we 

can see, feel and hear them. 

 

Due to new levels of information I had to work with this and I have 
thus moved into a new perspective of the information given in the 
following pages, i.e. pages 13-27.  
 
Go to this playlist on the SETAH Initiative YouTube Channel to watch 
the 6 videos, where I go through the new level of information, of 
which some is beyond the scope of this course, and others are the 
same as the pages 28-41 of this text material. All lead to new insights.  
 

Go to the playlist: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkxSzXxPDykHj6X9MHZ4Q3

98zq2g62fHy 
 

The Destroyed LPRF1 Network  

The LPRF1 network was created to enable the inner root races to 

work in the unstable LRPF1 lower areas after the timeline event. It 

bridged between the levels of LPRF1 gridwork, which were not 

affected by the timeline event and the outer areas that arose after 

the timeline event. Today it is a destroyed stratum of energy.6  

                                                           
6
 Often described by the inner lifeforms as a murky grayish yellow level of energy 

from which they transfer from the outer to the inner planes of existence (repeatedly 
reported by the inner lifeforms as they leave the outer areas and enter the inner in 
the work of Micheal Newton).  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkxSzXxPDykHj6X9MHZ4Q398zq2g62fHy
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkxSzXxPDykHj6X9MHZ4Q398zq2g62fHy
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It is part of the planetary morphogenetic field (the PMF) and the 

planetary gridwork and it holds the features created by the engineers 

to some extent.
7 It was destroyed in one of the many wars that have 

taken place here and I think it finally broke down during the Reptilian 

Riots, between the outer and inner races seeking to gain control of 

the LPRF1 system. With the destruction of the LPRF1 network it was 

possible to alter, manipulate and re-engineer the original structure 

and its lifeforms, and then merge it with the sections of the PMFs of 

the 3rd and 5th planets i.e. the Moon and Mars transferring their codes 

of life to our planet, enabling the stellar races to incarnate here. 

The LPRF1 network is a plane that has to be crossed to be able to 

enter the inner realities. This level is identical with the quantum 

fields, which science are able to work with. It is also the same as the 

quantum core fields (QCFs) as perceived by the stellar consciousness, 

since the LPRF1 network hold the energy units for the planetary souls 

and the CQF holds the quantum variables sustaining the attached or 

integrated energy systems, be it planetary or stellar. 

 

The Astral Plane 

The astral plane is the result of the astral barrier, the total sum of 

connected chakra systems and the resulting human emotionality, the 

collective sum of auras and the subconscious material these holds.  

The astral plane is an artificial layer of energy only visible and 

accessible via the human psyche because it is created by the human 

psyche. It is positioned between the organic molecular level and 4th 

dimensions and is an artificial interdimensional level or space.8 

                                                           
7
 Here we go into one of the many different functions of the inner realties and their 

lifeforms, including engineers of planets in the outer manifestation belt. 
8
 This means that it is not visible to the non-solidified energy systems and their 

consciousness compositions (the individual LPRF1 Planetary Energy System, i.e. the 
LPRF1 PES) when they leave the outer areas and return to the inner areas. In other 
words, they do NOT pass through the astral and mental planes when they leave. 
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The exact details of the barrier is well hidden in the minds of the 

controllers and beyond my level of understanding; however I have 

given some details in the Souls of Humanity about the construction of 

the barrier, linking up to the ancient crystal pillars placed in the core 

of our reality. The astral barrier is an extension to the pillars, using 

the crystalline sciences to reverse the emission fields of the pillars as 

well as linking up the chakra system to this through the fragmented 

genetics in the core of the chakras.9  

The pillars were initially put there to stabilize the gridworks of the 

lower LPRF1 areas due to the impairment of the LPRF3 levels in the 

khundarays that followed after the timeline event. Now that is all we 

need to know. It is easy to get lost in the details of any construction, 

which is a sort of mental distortion, and it is not as much how things 

are constructed that matters, but what we do with the understanding 

we have got. That is: we only need to know enough to work with it; 

not all the gory details. We have to be able to see the forest for the 

trees, so to speak. 

The astral plane has developed ever since the astral barrier was 

put into play around 2500 BCE. As humanity utilized the chakra 

system imposed to their periphery nervous system as well as central 

nervous system, controlling the energies of the body, they grew 

accustomed to the astral energies they produced, while responding 

to the programs of the barrier. The human psyche, which is the same 

as the astral body, developed in that period and has not changed 

                                                                                                                              
However the astral souls do pass through the astral and mental planes because they 
are part of these. 
9
 The connection is here to be seen as entanglement more than a direct thread or 

remote control. The programming is inserted into the pillars through the crystalline 
technologies and from there the fragments in the core of the chakras respond to the 
“signal” that is emitted from the pillars, controlling the human mind and emotions. 
The genetic fragments are coded to fit specific programs inserted into specific pillars; 
hence each individual chakra system is connected to different pillars. 
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much since.10 Consequently the astral plane is manmade for most 

parts, made from the thoughts and emotions of man during the last 

4,500 years. Over the period the barrier worked, when a specific 

program was set in motion by the astral barrier, it initiated an 

impulse affecting the stellar fragments in the core of the targeted 

chakras (in the beginning as astral energy holding stellar fragments 

and later on as mental energy holding galactic fragments). From the 

activation of the core, energies would then be produced affecting the 

perimeter of the chakras, making them spin. The spin of the 

perimeter emits a certain type of frequency and this frequency 

initiates a cascade of electro-chemical reactions in the body via the 

glands and the periphery nervous system, when we talk about the 

lower chakras, whereas the throat and heart chakras are affected by 

the electric impulses caused by the central nervous system; i.e. more 

mental oriented programs.  

No human on this planet is literally free in mind and emotions. 

The astral plane has grown significantly over the last 2,000 years 

and the Middle Ages with its dark magic and religious systems made 

new areas of the astral plane into which all sorts of entities and astral 

lifeforms came to life. Consequently when we take up the task of 

reconstructing the LPRF1 PES using the cleansed chakra system, we 

have to learn to control the sea of astral energies we are emerged 

into; there is no escaping this and all illusions of getting rid of the 

chakra system and hence lose the connection to the astral plane is 

                                                           
10

 Read the epic of Gilgamesh from Sumer dated to around 2100 BCE and you will see 
that the intrigues, human desires and how to respond to that have not changed 
much. The difference is that back then brutality was part of the daily experience 
made into entertainment in times of peace, such as the gladiator games in ancient 
Rome, and a natural part in times of war or political unrest. The same level of 
brutality is still present in our reality; however the entertainment of today is not 
based upon real killings for common man, but made virtual in forms of games and 
movies. Wars and the urge to kill is still a deep part of the programming of man. 
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nothing but a mere illusion. The chakra system is not all bad. When 

cleansed enough through the purification process we can use the 

astral and mental energies to our benefit, since they are an intrinsic 

part of our energy system today, as well as do our part to take the 

artificial layers down and remove them from the planetary gridwork. 

The chakra system can transfer energy both ways; into the chakras 

and out from the chakras. When this is said, it is also important to 

acknowledge that certain areas of the astral plane are never going to 

be cleansed out. The areas that are totally controlled by the lower 

astral energies have to go into evaporation.  

 

The Astral Body 

The astral body, generated out of energies from the astral plane, is 

the basis of the chakra system. The astral body is thus the basis of the 

human psyche, controlling the mind and emotions of common man.  

 

The astral body holds 7 layers to be cleansed and worked through: 
 

1. The merged auras of the parents laid the chakra blueprint. 
2. The karmic imprinter (a 5 layered device) inserted into the core of 

the chakra blueprint. 
3. The chakra blueprint itself. 
4. The instinctual layer with coding stemming from the karmic 

imprinter, affecting the genetic fragments in the center of the 
chakras. 

5. The emotional layer transmitting the coding from the astral barrier, 
generating the perimeter of the chakras. 

6. The subconscious layer with suppressed energetic interaction 
potential of the aura, i.e. energy patterns. What is generated into 
energetic patterns in the aura is controlled by the karmic device and 
the programming from the astral barrier. This layer determines the 
perception field of the ego-triangle. 

7. The collective archetypical layer; i.e. the bridge into the astral plane 
itself. 
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The first six layers are connected to the individual aspect of the astral 

plane and contain what we have got from our parents, the karmic 

imprinter and the programming of the chakras.  

From the fundamental layers we use what we have got to create 

energy patterns. The energy patterns are created by our energetic 

interactions, thought forms and emotional reactions. The energy 

patterns hold our memories, fantasies and suppressed psychological 

content. The subconscious is thus our energy patterns and together 

with the other five layers, they create our aura. The content and what 

we meet on the astral plane is therefore individual and depends on 

the composition of energies and fragments in the chakra system as 

well as the subconscious layer; it is therefore impossible to give a 

satisfying overview of the different levels the astral plane actually 

consists of. Let’s just say that for every man and woman there is an 

individual section of astral entities, fantasies and realities reflecting 

that man or woman´s conscious and subconscious content.11  

 

In spite of this, a rough overview can be given: 
 

1. Low astral level; the residual plane of the dark arts. 

2. Ghost level; haunted souls that are not willing to leave. 

3. Dream level; subconscious material – fantasies – dreams. 

4. Collective consciousness field; archetypes – entities. 

5. Astral entities and elementals (LPRF2 fragments). 

6. Nature spirits and nature devas (LPRF3 fragments). 

7. Mountain, lake and sea devas (LPRF3 minor clusters). 

8. The four world corners; huge entities with LPRF4 traits. 

9. The reincarnation areas under the LPRF2s. 

10. LPRF2 network; 4th dimension (home of the LPRF2s here). 

 

                                                           
11

 We go into and work with this content in the SETAH Therapy. 
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The more we work with the perimeter of our chakras, the more we 

work with these 10 levels.12 In our cleansing process we encounter 

the energies and their corresponding content on the astral levels; all 

in all what matches our subconscious, which is also build up in layers 

of different types of astral energies, as well as the energetic content 

of our astral body as it unfolds in our cleansing work.  

We go from the normal human emotions, to the subconscious, to 

the collective and so forth and in this journey we also probe deeper 

into the astral body itself, releasing and cleansing the deepest levels 

of this until we finally are able to view and release the merged field of 

our parents auras, which brought about the foundation of our astral 

body. When this level is reached, we are in full control of our astral 

body and thus we know how to handle all forms of astral energies. 

 

The Mental Plane 

The mental plane is as such not a real plane, compared to the astral 

plane that contains worlds of entities living there and to an extent 

unfold a form of artificial evolution.  

The mental plane is a new invention from around the 1700´s. It is 

mostly composed of thought forms and is a belt of frequencies 

holding thoughts and ideas. Thoughts are the product, or emission 

field, of brain waves and the mental plane therefore corresponds to 

the brain wave frequencies found in human and animal brains.  

Each frequency band13 corresponds to a specific type of energy 

that produces specific types of thought forms in the brain that ignite 

the neurons and synapses in a certain way, creating brain functions 

and chemical reactions in the body. The brain wave frequencies can 

be compared to a set of coding, holding a specific amount of mental 

                                                           
12

 All depending on what type of soul we have got.  
13

 Here I talk about the brain wave frequencies, i.e. the alpha, beta, delta, theta and 
gamma waves. 
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energy which makes the electric circuits of the human and animal 

body on a cellular level respond to the mental plane and the LPRF3 

network on different levels; all from the encoded sections of the 

leylines to the network implemented into the quantum fields. The 

mental plane affects both the human morphogenetic field as well as 

the planetary morphogenetic field. These alterations are seen on 

quantum, atomic and molecular level, changing the core of the cells 

and in this the basic structures of the bio-DNA.14 Again as with the 

astral plane, the layers we can see reflect our composition and chakra 

system.  

 

A general view of the mental plane: 

1. Low mental level; bugs and residuals from the dark arts. 

2. Human thought forms. 

3. Lower LPRF2; working area for the LWBs. 

4. Higher LPRF2; working area for those serving the LPRF3s. 

5. Field of LPRF3 fragments. 

6. Lesser infected LPRF3s existing as clusters in the higher 

frequency bands of the mental plane. 

7. LPRF3 network; 5th dimension (home of the LPRF3s here). 

 

The Mental Body 

The mental body is the mind-field. It is positioned around the head 

but it also stretches into the rest of the body due to the connection to 

the cores of the chakras and the link up from them to the central 

nervous system. It affects all electric circuitry in the body, but it also 

affects the core of the cells.  

The mind-field alters the DNA from inside and out, whereas the 

astral plane affects the cells from outside and in. The mind-field holds 

                                                           
14

 The bio-DNA is also affected by astral energies, i.e. epigenetics. 
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energetic patterns generated by the thought forms we utilize often. 

The more we work with a set of beliefs, the more they literally turn 

into rigid energy patterns, clogging our mind-field and in this forcing 

the brain to work within limited ranges of frequencies.  

 

It is not possible to truly work with the perimeter and core of the 
chakras until the personal energies have been cleansed out.  
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The Distribution of Souls 

 

 

 

Our planet, i.e. under the timeline collective, holds around 7 billion 

people. Souls from different sectors are integrated into most of these 

7 billion human counterparts outliving the different agendas.  

 

The Allocation of Souls15 

30% Clones (ca. 2.1 billion people) 

15% Astral Souls (ca. 1.05 billion people) 

15% Dormant Stellar LOES (ca. 1.05 billion people) 

10% Activated LPRF2 Stellar LOES (ca. 0.7 billion people) 

20% Planetary not fully activated LPRF1 PES (ca. 1.4 billion people) 

10% Hybrid Souls (ca. 0.7 billion people) 

A tiny amount of Mission Souls (in the thousands, nothing more) 

 

The Clones 

The human form can easily function without a higher principle, or 

soul attached to them. 30% of humans on our planet are clones. This 

means that they only have a chakra system preprogramming them to 

function in our reality as “humans”. 

They have feelings and thoughts but very little, that comes from 

them, are out of the ordinary when we talk about clones. They are 

not extremely bright or clever. They work, they eat and drink, they 

fornicate without further thought and in this they add tremendously 

to the overpopulation, they sleep and they produce lots and lots of 

astral and lesser forms of mental energies; exactly what they were 

                                                           
15

 I here use the nice round number 7 billion even though we are 7.4 billion (2016). 
http://www.worldometers.info/world-population/ 
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engineered to do. All in all the clone program is a program totally out 

of control16 cf. the ongoing projects to take out the surplus of them. 

The clones do not respond well to the chemical additives, chemtrails 

etc because these projects are targeted to mess up their biological 

chemistry, among other things. 

 

The Astral Souls 

The astral soul segment is a special area. They are ancient stellar 

souls that came here in the first days of the draco-reptilian reign. 

Some of them entered our system voluntarily from mostly avian 

systems, although most of them were brought here as prisoners of 

the Reptilian Riots; i.e. as slaves. They were then detached from their 

holographic-particle bodies and their energy systems, with the stellar 

genetics, were sealed off and used by the controllers in various 

functions in the pre-astral barrier reality.  

As things changed and the astral barrier came up, the ancient 

stellar souls became the main carriers of the barrier program until the 

clones effectively were implemented into the outer areas. From then 

on the ancient souls, sealed off with a non-functional personality, 

were re-circulated and used to sustain the barrier and our reality. 

Today most of these ancient souls are not recognizable from the 

clones except from their more advanced and distinguished mindset.  

The astral souls can be revived and altered into a planetary soul 

however it takes the full commitment of the current organic form, 

collaborating with a higher positioned soul in human form to regain 

the viability of the stellar genetics. 

 

                                                           
16

 It is quite common for the different programs on this planet that they spin out of 
control, as with the weather modification programs. These have totally destroyed the 
“natural” weather patterns for this planet aka the programs that were created by the 
ancient root races of the colonies. 
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The LPRF2 Dormant Stellar LOES 

The dormant stellar LOES are part of the LWBs or the controllers in 

some of the after 1959 alien programs. They have been inserted to 

sustain and assist in the making of the new forms of human bio-DNA.  

The dormant stellar LOES are all sealed off. Some of them look like 

non-functional LOES, i.e. astral souls. In both cases most of them are 

not aware of their function here. They have not chosen to incarnate; 

instead they have been inserted by the ones that owns these energy 

systems. The dormant stellar LOES are kept in a hibernated state in 

the 4th and 5th dimension and are only put into the outer reality to do 

the bidding of their owners.  

The dormant LOES have also been sealed off with a non-functional 

personality like the astral souls. Many of the dormant LOES came 

here in the same period as the astral souls; however the dormant 

LOES have not been misused to the same degree as the non-viable 

LOES due to specific combinations of LPU genetics.  

The LPU genetics in the dormant LOES hold different levels of 

infection and regression and are in dire need of restoring and 

regeneration. Due to these levels of regression and infection most of 

them have collaborated with the LWBs in various forms over various 

time periods, knowingly and willingly. My three books are focused the 

dormant stellar LOES. 

Aside from the new bio-DNA programs, they have been inserted to 

activate the LPRF2-LPRF3 networks, i.e. bridging the 4th and 5th 

dimension into our reality, making it possible to ground the teachings 

of the regressed stellar and infected galactic races as thought forms 

and actively used developmental systems.  

Most of the dormant LOES are not activated or awakened on a full 

conscious level, only enough for them to actively seek and work with 

the stellar and galactic teachings. They are drawn to participate in the 
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stellar and galactic teachings as their students or as zealous followers 

of the activated stellar LOES, functioning as their teachers and gurus. 

 

The Activated LPRF2 LOES 

The activated LOES typically stem from the controllers (bloodlines) 

and LWBs. They are aware of their origin and function on our planet 

from a semi-activated state to a full-blown awareness.  

The lesser activated LOES within the bloodlines work as political 

leaders, innovators of programs leading to extraplanetary sciences, 

scientist on specific projects, governmental developers, directors of 

large companies and so forth. They all work under strict telepathic 

control of a higher positioned stellar human-humanoid, controlling 

their ideas and desires towards the segment they have been inserted 

to change or control. 

The full-blown activated controller LOES (i.e. bloodlines) are the 

hidden top figures behind the secret military and scientific projects, 

black ops and the like. They also function as the hidden top leaders in 

all formations of political, monetary and scientific committees and 

organizations controlling our world.  

The lesser activated LWBs work as teachers of spiritual systems, 

religious systems or within programs supporting the ideas of eternal 

life, re-vitalization, after-life systems etc. They work under a master, 

in a master-apprentice relationship, where the master telepathically 

controls their ideas and desires towards the segment they have been 

inserted to change or control. 

The semi-active LWBs function as the opposition in political and 

scientific programs instigated by the controllers, delaying any form of 

higher stellar progress into our reality. The fully activated LOES of the 

LWB are not visible in the outer world, but work through different 

types of secret societies drumming up the religious, spiritual and 

other forms of inner developmental programs.  
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The LPRF1 PES 

The planetary souls are all incarnating by their own free will to learn 

and progress. They come here to learn to handle the organic form 

and its chakra system. It’s all part of a long term goals of eventually 

reconstructing our planetary system into the next phase.  

They have incarnated since the first organic forms were created 

and just because there is a bump in the road, having changed the 4th 

planet into what it is today, it does not change the long term goals. 

 

The Hybrids 

The hybrid souls have incarnated since the late 1600´s to improve 

their genetic composition. The goal is to enable them to master and 

handle the DNA and form of the novo sapiens, i.e. the Gray-human 

engineered organic form.17
  

There are also other stellar races involved in this producing other 

hybrid human forms. Some hybrid souls prefer to stay on this planet, 

in spite of their original purpose, and choose to become part of the 

future root races that will unfold after the great transition. In these 

future root races there is also a place for hybrid souls and the novo 

sapiens, and other human-stellar compositions. 

 

The Mission Souls 

The mission souls are a mixed group of engineered energy systems. 

The energy systems of the mission “souls” are artificially constructed 

to meet the requirements of this planet and its current type of 

vessels. The mission souls are copies of original planetary souls from 

other systems, projecting their other-planetary soul genetics into the 

copied engineered energy systems attached to the human body. The 

                                                           
17

 The Grays have a collection of very ancient planetary soul genetics from which they 
extract the building blocks to produce a new form of human.  
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engineered energy systems are very similar to the ones we find in the 

hybrid souls. 

These other-planetary souls have agreed to work with the LPRF1 

planetary souls to do “the trial transition period” in 2017-2025. If we 

succeed in raising the energies of the planetary templar, these 

engineered souls will stay here, integrating more of their original 

planetary genetics, positioned in other systems.  

Humans carrying these engineered mission souls are typically in 

their mid-twenties and are in the process of awakening now. 
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The Future of our LPRF1 Planetary System  

 

The videos to this section of the course are uploaded as part of the SETAH 
Initiative YouTube Channel.  
 
Go to this playlist to watch the 6 videos, where I go through the newest 
information, of which some is beyond the scope of this course, and others are 
the same as found in the pages 28-41 of this text material. All lead to new 
insights.  
 
The pages 28-38 are also part of the TTA 1 course 1 and in the 6 videos, they 
are upgraded to the newest level of information. Hence when you get to the 
TTA 1 course 1, you will have to review the videos 1-6 again to fully get the 
new updated information.  
 
This information will also affect the pages 13-27 of this course. 
 

Go to the playlist: 
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkxSzXxPDykHj6X9MHZ4Q398zq2g

62fHy 

 

a) By December 2016 most of the visiting new stellar races and the 
viable galactic races will have left our reality field after having 
completed their anti-human host-field missions, genetic extraction 
programs from both bio-DNA and genetics in attached LOES, energy 
harvesting and similar activities, foreign to our system.18 
 
b) The remaining LPRF2 humanoids of the LPRF2 network, such as the 
lizard LOES-human controllers, i.e. the elite and nobilities in charge of 
the monetary and political systems including all non-governmental 
projects operating to control this reality, as well as the avian-mammal 
LOES-human brotherhoods behind religious, spiritual and most 

                                                           
18

 All viable and non-attached LPRF2 and LPRF3s are leaving around summer solstice 
2016. The rest will leave around winter solstice 2016. Specific portals are open 
around solstice. These portals will close down end 2016. With this a significant drop 
in energy will occur on our planet. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkxSzXxPDykHj6X9MHZ4Q398zq2g62fHy
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLkxSzXxPDykHj6X9MHZ4Q398zq2g62fHy
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scientific institutions, together forming the OWO, and other stellar 
factions present here, are sanctioned from further active use of the 
this system´s recourses and confined to the 4 racial timelines19 under 
the control of the LPRF2 humanoids for now. The remaining LPRF2 
stellar humanoids are confined from further expansion and limited to 
the 4 racial timelines, using the LPRF2 network, to meet their need of 
time to unravel all genetic entanglement via networks inserted into 
the LPRF1 system. The goal with this is to enable them to leave. 
 
c) The crystalline LPRF2s and krystic LPRF3s, and other galactic races 
(false or dark light field) operating from the LPRF3 network, have 
agreed to let go of all claims on this LPRF1 system and accepted 
offerings enabling them to leave the LPRF1 system. They will leave in 
the years 2017-2025, although most of them left around solstice 
2016, except from the crystalline LPRF2s collaborating with the krystic 
LPRF3s20 – they will stay behind completing their transhuman agendas 
with the LWBs under the crystalline Sirian Bs.  When they finally 
leave, they will hand over their areas including Mars to the LPRF1 
Planetary Councils. 
 
d) The present planetary system (a merge of the 4th and 5th planetary 
systems, added with ancient features from the 3rd planetary system) 
will continue its resetting to be completed on a cosmic scale in 2065. 

The resetting will be experienced as a slow progressing pole shift 
and accumulated changes in the current environment and structures. 
The upper atmosphere and outer space will shift according to 
alterations in the spaceweather; for example unparalleled changes in 
the Sun cycles, higher levels of cosmic radiation, incoming celestial 
objects, etc as the Frequency Fence (a spectrum of frequencies 

                                                           
19

 Actually 5 racial timelines, but the NOA/NSEH have freely handed over their racial 
timeline to the Planetary Councils since they are more or less done with their work 
here. Hence only 4 are under the full control of the LPRF2s. 
20

 We are here talking about the direct control of areas by the galactic races, not the 
indirect control the LPRF3s have of the LPRF2 humanoids, being their “higher selves”. 
The attached LPRF3s are confined by the same agreements as the remaining LPRF2s, 
they are attached to.  
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controlling the planet and its humanity on an atomic level) is altered 
due to the ongoing projects and racial timeline decay. 
 
e) The goal of the resetting is to reinstate Mars as the 5th planet21 to 
sustain LPRF1 human lifeforms in the future. To obtain this, the 4th 
planet (Earth) will continue functioning as the main progression 
planet until the 5th and the 6th planetary systems can be recreated 
after 2065. The future 6th planet will most likely unfold on Jupiter 
reviving the ancient levels of 6th planetary system coding in its 
gridwork, from the Sirian Workstations.  

The three planetary systems are to express the lower, middle and 
upper LPRF1 areas as it is natural for a LPRF1 planetary system; i.e. 
the 4th planet will sustain the lowest progression levels and lifeforms, 
the 5th planet will unfold the middle progression levels and lifeforms, 
and the 6th planet will maintain the progression fields suitable for the 
LPRF1 humans of the upper areas. 
 
f) The LPRF1 Planetary Councils and their operatives are to monitor 
and supervise the taken back LPRF1 system in the years to come as it 
resets from the upper to the lower reality fields, which means that 
the upper areas are to reset first followed by the middle areas. The 
lower and outer areas will not feel the positive changes before after 
2025. 
 
g) Original progression abilities are reinstated into the racial timelines 
under the administration of the LPRF1 Planetary Councils. The racial 
timelines are to operate under the gathered LPUs and their present 
day accepted progression rate, tied to the collaborating first Universe.  
 
h) For now 8 out of the 12 racial timelines are under full control of 
the LPRF1 Planetary Councils. The remaining 4 racial timelines under 
the control of the LPRF2 human-humanoids are to be converted or let 

                                                           
21

 In the years 2025-2065 Mars will sustain the LWBs and their Mars-Lunar projects 
functioning as the bridge into the crystalline LPRF2 parallel realities. After 2065 Mars 
and the Moon will be handed back to the Planetary Councils. 
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go off, if they cannot be restored. For now 3 of the 4 racial timelines 
are estimated to go into full evaporation. 
 

Access to the reinstated progression abilities 

The remaining LPRF2 human-humanoid races with or without organic 

form, controlling our reality field and the world population serving 

under them, from hereon called the timeline collective, will only get 

access to the reinstated progression abilities if it is done by free will 

and by own effort. The Planetary Councils will accept all 4th planetary 

present day humans and humanoids, willing to undergo the 

progression on an organic and energetic level, before the complete 

resetting. 

  

The Timeline Collective (the LPRF2 human-humanoids) 

The OWO; that is the juxtaposing controllers and brotherhoods. They 

have the main genetic ownership of the world population as well as 

the full control of the LPRF2 network. However; they have outsourced 

shares of their ownership to the below groups as part of peace 

treaties, contracts, collaborations and trade opportunities. 

 

 The Pleiadian-Rostilians have the genetic rights over the majority 

of the population in India, Asia and the access to the associated 

levels of the LPRF2 network.  

 

 The NOA/NSEH has the genetic rights over the majority of humans 

in America and Canada, including sections of Britain and France,22 

                                                           
22

 Most of these areas are now under the crystalline LPRF2s collaborating with the 
OWO to ensure their continued existence. The NOA/NSEH has pulled out leaving 
their upgraded section of the timeline collective to the Planetary Councils. This 
section is positioned in the middle LPRF1 areas and thus not something we will notice 
for now. Only in terms of the LOES, the NOA/NSEH has left behind, do this matter. 
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except from the areas owned by the OWO. The NOA/NSEH utilizes 

an independent network, promoted by the Aryan-Shivas.  

 

 An unnamed ancient race of reptilians teaming up with the Grays, 

unfolding their hybridization programs helped along by human 

operatives, parasiting on this system to rebuild their own. They 

are utilizing an ancient network type from the 3rd planetary system 

adapted to link up to the current merged planetary system. 

 

 The Nordics have the genetic ownership of the majority in Russia, 

Eastern Europe except from the regions under the dominion of the 

Eastern Brotherhoods and their stellar allies of various races. The 

Nordics utilize an independent network connected to their home 

system as part of a host-mission.  

 

 The Orion Collective has the genetic ownership of the population 

in China, parts of Mongolia and Asia. The Orion Collective utilizes 

an independent network connected to their home system using 

parallel system bridging with very little connection to this LPRF1 

system. They are parasiting on this system to rebuild/sustain their 

own parallel systems. 

 

 The Maia-Pleiadians have the genetic ownership of the population 

in Japan, Australia and parts of Asia, except from the areas under 

the OWO and the ancient reptilians similar to the ones found in 

America. They utilize a sector of the LPRF2 network specialized to 

draw upon the gridwork from the 3rd planetary system.  

 

 The Crystalline Sirian Bs (the CSBs) have the genetic ownership of 

the majority of South America, large parts of Scandinavia and 

Europe. They utilize parts of the LPRF3 network that extend into 
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the LPRF2 network. The crystalline LPRF2s work together with the 

controllers and the brotherhoods in the ongoing projects, in spite 

of the competition between the controllers and brotherhoods.  

 

 The stellar races that choose to become crystalline, aka follow the 
agenda of the CSBs are slowly becoming the dominating race in 
our system and will in the future lay the grounds for the AI and the 
Archons of the future plunging the remaining LPRF2 races into a 
parallel world of dark crystalline energies and realities based upon 
artificial intelligence, technology and frozen-in infected genetics 
and technological enhanced genetics (TEGs).  

 

As for now the current world population is seen as an intrinsic part of 

the timeline collective, engineered as they are to unfold this agenda, 

and they will stay under the control of the remaining LPRF2 races, cf. 

paragraph b. This means that our present world will stay under their 

jurisdiction for now. The remaining LPRF2 human-humanoids are 

restricted to the racial timelines, they control and the future Mars-

Lunar projects. 

All LPRF2 and LPRF3 technologies are to be removed from the 

LPRF1 system. The removal begins in the upper, followed by the 

middle and completed into the lower areas following the other 8 

timelines under the LPRF1 Planetary Councils. Mars will be the last 

planet to be cleared of the stellar technologies and races. 

Restriction technologies have been inserted to the LPRF2 and 

LPRF3 networks preventing the remaining stellar and galactic races 

from exceeding the agreed terms of ongoing projects. 

 

How does this affect us? 

The outer areas and its humanity, as well as the inner areas and the 

LPRF2 human-humanoids exiting there, can at anytime begin the 

process of re-integration into the gathered LPUs. The process is 
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available for all that are willing to participate in the reconstruction 

work to achieve the progression rate defined by the gathered LPUs. 

The re-integration process and the reconstruction work23 run in 

phases until 2065, where the current LPRF1 system will have 

completed its resetting, if all goes after plan.  

All remaining LPRF2 stellar humanoids with or without organic 

form, including active or dormant LOES, present in the 4th planetary 

system will after 2025 belong to this planetary system. It will be 

expected that they do a full re-integration process and take part in 

the reconstruction work of the 4th planetary system, and later on the 

5th planetary system, living up to the standards of the gathered LPUs 

and their 5th evolutionary cycles.24  

All forms of gridworks and networks of the current LPRF1 system 

are in the process of being upgraded, transformed and altered to fit 

the present templars and energy systems of the gathered LPUs with 

the goal of reconnecting them to the collective of planetary systems. 

Only the secluded areas under the timeline collective will remain as 

they are until 2025. This means that the ongoing projects instigated 

by the timeline collective will not be interfered with other than the 

denial of further expansion upheld by the confinement, cf. paragraph 

b.  

This means that the ongoing projects will continue in the years to 

come.  

                                                           
23

 How to do this, is part of the Terra Transigo Academy self-study. 
24

 Which explains the hurry the LPRF2 humanoids were in, which I felt whenever I 
was in contact with them. All the time when I worked my way through the LPRF2 
network in the purification process, I had this immanent feeling of having to hurry 
because the end was near. Well, it was not the end of our planet per se but the end 
for the racial timelines under their control, the LPRF2 network as well as the 
completion of the timeline loops. Naturally the present racial timelines are decaying, 
which kind of put an end to any future projects here, but also because the LPRF2s 
had already gotten the message of leaving.  
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The Ongoing Projects 

 

 

 

Projects focused on upgrading the bio-DNA to higher conductivity 

The intensification of the Frequency Fence run by the controllers and 

their LPRF2 LWBs and human affiliates (working with both secret and 

known programs funded by private contractors, non-governmental 

organizations and institutions) will continue. These projects have the 

goal to change the adult segment of the world’s population, enabling 

them to bring into being new genetic alterations in the forthcoming 

generations of humanity.25  

The amplifying is aimed at raising the conductivity of the human 

cells by adding high amounts of targeted chemical compounds known 

for their capability to be electrically charged. When absorbed into the 

human body, the cells will adapt to the exposure of the chemical 

compounds26 and respond to the intensified frequencies run through 

the Frequency Fence, enabling an increased level of extreme low 

frequencies (ELF) to permeate the membrane of the cells. 

The intensification of the Frequency Fence is done by the use of 

frequency technologies on many levels. Underground facilities with 

high-energy particle accelerators such as CERN and LHC as well as the 

German DESY, to name a few, affect the core quantum fields and the 

connection between humans and the planetary emission fields.27 

                                                           
25

 Changes in one generation ensure long term changes in the overall population. 
26

 We are here talking about the epigenetics, where the non-coding RNA is activated 
to ignite what genes that are suppressed and which are not. The goal is to produce a 
resilient and frequency adjustable bio-DNA similar to the dimensional frequencies 
found in newer and artificial LPRF2 stellar systems. Read about epigenetics here: 
http://www.whatisepigenetics.com/fundamentals/ 
27

 List of high-energy particle accelerators worldwide:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_accelerators_in_particle_physics 

http://www.whatisepigenetics.com/fundamentals/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_accelerators_in_particle_physics
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Low-ground wireless technology (tablets, iPhone etc), LED, blue light 

technologies and ELF towers have an effect on the lower levels of the 

geomagnetic field interacting with and upholding the human bio-

electromagnetic field targeting the electric circuits of the cells, such 

as the heart, the central nervous system and effectiveness of the 

brain.28 High-ground facilities such as HAARP29 and other forms of ELF 

and VLF technologies, satellites and high altitude equipment have an 

impact on the ionosphere in conjunction with weather modification 

programs (white chemtrails).  

These programs are aimed at affecting the collective mind field, 

i.e. the emission field generated by the total sum of energetic 

processes, unfolded in the brains of the population of the world and 

enter into the core of the bio-DNA affecting the electromagnetic 

emission field of the human body and in this alter the molecular 

structure in humanity. Additional programs, to support the frequency 

technologies, such as GMO and chemical enriched foods are 

produced to alter the pH value in the body, making the glands, the 

electro-chemical levels in the cells and the periphery nervous system 

respond to the frequency technologies. These projects will not be 

disrupted in spite of the affects they have on the environment and 

the high fatality rate as well as a lower fertility rate in all species. The 

understanding is that the current world population is part of the 

genetic ownership of the controllers and as such they decide what is 

best for the engineered forms and what they are to evolve into.30   

                                                           
28

 Which means that the core of the chakras are affected as well, making them more 
receptible to higher dimensional energies from the platforms the LPRF2s want to link 
up to, i.e. the “ascension of humanity”, where all are to become 5

th
 dimensionals. A 

truth with many modifications and false promises. 
29

 On HAARP; the Stanford VLF Group:  
http://vlf.stanford.edu/research/experiments-haarp-ionospheric-heater 
30

 Humans respond differently to these programs; some will evolve into the wanted 
frequency spectrum in cells and consciousness, whereas others will develop diseases. 

http://vlf.stanford.edu/research/experiments-haarp-ionospheric-heater
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Projects on alteration of the human bio-DNA into new sequences 
The hybrid, trans- and superhuman projects run by the controllers 

and their human affiliates (MILABS and similar forms of clandestine 

military-scientific operations) and other collaborating factions of the 

timeline collective will continue the projects aimed at the younger 

and unborn generations.  

These projects involve abductions, unauthorized experiments and 

hidden sciences for example air-born viral programs (dark chemtrails) 

affecting mothers to be and their yet to be born children, as well as 

mothers in progress carrying unborn children, with nano-genetic 

technology31 using bacterial and dormant viral carriers32 from known 

diseases33 or new carriers, cf. the zika virus and the like, to execute 

genetic mutations that will lead to a human 2.0 prototype.  

The early stages of the nano-genetic experiments were part of the 

vaccination programs but as the awareness rose in humanity, the 

experiments have been abandoned. The sciences have developed 

since then and there is no further need for direct injections. The plus 

side is that many concerned parents are now avoiding the vaccination 

programs thinking they are protecting their offspring, when they in 

fact are exposing them to ancient and new types of viruses used in 

the air-born viral programs.34 Many forms of old and new diseases will 

                                                           
31

 The substance and coloration in the dark chemtrails stem from carbon nanotubes:  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fullerene 
32

 Read about viruses: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virus 
33

 A typical carrier would be an emptied out HIV virus or viruses from the plague, 
where the virus itself has been modified and now works as a carrier for the nano-
genetic content. These viruses are highly adaptable and are easily absorbed into the 
cells, where the carrier releases its content altering the cellular structure, also known 
as mutation of genes. 
34

 I would also like to add that IF a child is a bio-engineered specimen (that is done in 
the womb) then the vaccine that is engineered to do specific firing on the epigenetic 
level in a normal human and in this could harm it, will actually be beneficial for the 
bio-engineered child. A lot of the "new children" are bio-engineered and they NEED 
the vaccine to fire specific types of sequences that are unhealthy for non-engineered 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fullerene
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Virus
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rise in youngsters making them more receptible to the air-born 

viruses, leading to genetic mutations.  

These programs have the goal of altering the present bio-DNA to 

be able to link up to stellar technologies placed in the 4th dimension 

(to some degree also the 5th) using the LPRF2 network to execute this 

work in this reality. From here new types of bio-DNA will unfold 

(three base pairs as well as triple DNA helices) and by this enable the 

remaining LPRF2 stellar races to get out using the hybrid, trans- or 

superhuman bio-system and its adapted LOES.35  

The programs will not be will not be disrupted in spite of the high 

mortality rate in children and youngsters (dropping dead suddenly by 

hidden organic failure), including the unwanted side effects such as 

ADHD, autism and other forms of neurological diseases (weird pains 

in the limbs, spasms, etc), which are part of the adjustment process 

of the human biology. 
 

                                                                                                                              
children. You thus need to know what type of child you have in terms of doing the 
vaccinations or not. 
35

 Quite a lot of the work done with the LOES is done during nighttime, where the 
LOES attached to the human body undergoes modification including alterations on 
the chakra system from early childhood. The Gray-reptilian-human hybrid programs, 
i.e. Novo Sapiens are a fine example but also unknowing humans are part of these 
programs. 
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 The Agenda of the Remaining Races  

 

 

 

The remaining races are the ones that do not leave our reality field at 

the latest in 2017. They stay behind because they have nowhere else 

to go. Most of them are the LWB humanoid-humans of the 5th root 

race that went rogue and helped the draco-reptilians in the takeover 

and some of them are lizards, reptilian warriors, mammal-reptilians, 

avian-reptilians etc; all are part of the timeline collective and their 

ongoing projects.  

In this, we are to understand that the ongoing projects have as 

their goal to make the human body, psyche and mind as artificial as 

possible, i.e. enable it to run on specific types of electromagnetic 

frequencies as well as the new type of quantum energy that follows 

the inflow of the crystalline Sirian Bs and host fields, generating the 

artificial 4th and 5th dimensions, which are to bridge to our system and 

from these planes of existence, the remaining races can shift into the 

new parallel realties they are to build out of these artificial planes.  

As we learn to work with our inner visions and understandings, we 

are to pay attention to instructions that lead to a crystalline 

understanding36 of ourselves as well as outer and inner instructions 

based upon quantum sciences or the use of electromagnetic methods 

and tools to develop the mind; all following the understandings of our 

world based upon the sciences that arose after the incoming LPRF3s 

in the 1700´s. Sciences that have been created to change the energies 

of our planet into the frequency spectrum, which the LPRF3s can 

connect to and work through. Therefore the electromagnetic and 

                                                           
36

 Typically found in systems based upon the silicate matrix, DNA progression into 
strands and the like using tonal-wave symbols and frequencies etc. 
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quantum sciences are an invention created to develop new forms of 

energy, using the human vessels as the main generators of the new 

technology. As the galactic LRPF3s and new stellar races (present day 

LPRF2s) have pulled out, the remaining regressed stellar races (old 

forms of LPRF2s) along with their attached infected LPRF3s (higher 

selves aka the avatar level) have taken over the abandoned areas the 

viable LPRF3s and new stellar races have left behind.  

The artificial 4th and 5th dimensions are unnatural to our planetary 

system and as the remaining LPRF2 stellar races, along with the Sirian 

Bs, progress in their ongoing projects, the remaining stellar factions of 

the timeline collective will shift to the parallel realties created by the 

crystalline races using either the Moon or Mars as their transit point. 

Hence our world will unfold into the transhuman agenda using the 

astral souls and clones to do the work that needs to be done to 

unfold the artificial 4th dimension into our reality, along with the 

crystalline consciousness development in humans carrying a dormant 

stellar soul and thus able to link up to the 5th dimension. This will be 

the future of the world we know of at least until 2035-2055.  

Their first goal is to change the human mind and brain into a type 

of bio-quantum-computer and for this to happen, information has 

been integrated into the collective consciousness field (the sum of 

human mind-fields), which have changed the perceptive of what the 

human “consciousness” is. This information makes us believe that the 

human mind is nothing more than bundles of electric circuits and 

processes of information and that the brain to a large degree can be 

replicated artificially. This is already in place and the growing of brains 

is a fact. As the understandings change regarding what a human is, 

the energies we link up to changes as well and the more we believe 

that we are artificial in nature, the more humanity will change the 

mental level in their chakra system to be able to connect to the new 

energies of the 5th dimensions. Thus the future human body will be 
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composed of 4th dimensional reversed electro-chemical energy 

(astral-atomic) added with 5th dimensional energy units (frequency-

mental) unfolded from the bio-DNA level. The chakras will hold 4th 

dimensional energy in the perimeter and 5th dimensional energy in 

the core, processing the new levels of information from these planes. 

As mentioned above the electromagnetic energies on our planet 

have been generated since the 1700´s where the LPRF3s changed the 

human engineered form by adding to it what we know today as 

electricity as well as generating a large collective mental field to the 

astral barrier turning the at that time energies into electromagnetic. 

Before that the body and psyche (and reality) functioned primarily on 

astral old type of holographic-particle energy and did as such not 

have the atomic or electric energies, as we know it today.   

In this we understand the energies of our reality can be changed 

according to what the human mind believe to be true. Hence the new 

programs teach us that the new consciousness that is to be developed 

is the consciousness promoted by the crystalline agenda. 

The human body is, according to the transhuman agenda, to be 

changed into an artificial construction, where the bio-DNA runs on 

electric circuits enabling it to link up to artificially DNA-chips based 

upon bio-engineered DNA sequences from other species, today 

primarily from our planet, but later on from the parallel realities 

linked up to ours in the 4th and 5th dimension. As the hybrids on our 

planet begin to reproduce, this will become easier. All in all, the goal 

of the crystalline agenda and the timeline collective is to transform 

the current body, psyche and mind into a crystalline structure built up 

of holographic adaptable frequency units that can be altered by 

technology. 

We are to reverse the astral and mental energies of our body, leading to an 
as cleansed cellular level as possible in the genetic overlays, and from there 
change the energies we are composed of back into the mammal LPRF1 type 
of consciousness. 


